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  Celebrating women's stories, contributions and accomplishments 
 
  



 Mar 1, 2024Happenings
Entangled Spaces: showcasing what arts and humanities do for the world
 At a new showcase event, the College of Arts and Letters demonstrates why the arts and humanities are powerful tools in understanding our world and building our future. The event will feature table displays of collaborative projects undertaken by members of the college’s various schools and departments and will a culminate in a conversation with CAL’s three arts and humanities fellows about their work and how it relates to this year’s theme of environment and sustainability.    



 Mar 4, 2024Humans of NAU
Humans of NAU: Amy Horn
 Amy Horn loves taking photos, teaching photography at NAU, long-distance running and travel. She talks about applying her early interests in woodworking and accounting to her photography career, her ultramarathon community and the most brutal run she's ever done.    



 Mar 4, 2024Campus & Community
How one NAU occupational therapy student took command of her life, and a unit in the military 
 'Scary and beautiful'—that's how Kiera Butler describes the experience of leading a unit in the U.S. Army Reserve. Last year, after eight years in the reserves, she took on this leadership role and with it the responsibility of more than 40 other soldiers. At the same time, she's working on a doctoral degree in occupational therapy. It's all part of her life's work of caring for people whose lives had been uprooted by the unexpected.  

 MORE NEWS Research & Academics
  



NAU expert fights fire with research
 State leaders recently called upon health sciences researcher Dierdra Bycura to analyze firefighter recruitment and retention across Arizona. Working with experts from the Franke College of Business, Bycura published a report showing that most firefighters in the state are satisfied with the profession, but some say they struggle with mental health challenges and large call volumes. The report’s findings could have broad implications for future state policies.   



NAU launches pathway to Arizona Physical Education Teaching Certification
 NAU is now accepting applications for a new, fully online program that offers a pathway to secure the Standard Arizona Physical Education teaching credential for those who already hold a bachelor’s degree in another field. The program is the only alternative pathway to a physical education certification available in the state.   



NSF-funded research examines how muscles function during sudden motion 
 Understanding how muscles work is critical to preventing and treating injuries, building effective mobility assistance devices and rehabilitating after injury or surgery—all important aspects of pain-free movement for humans and animals. Researchers have long studied muscle function, but how muscle function changes during fast, unsteady movement is not well-understood. A $15M grant from the National Science Foundation is funding an interdisciplinary project, led by UC Irvine researchers and co-led by NAU Regents’ Professor Kiisa Nishikawa, that will go deep into how muscles change during these different movements while at the same time training the next generation of muscle scientists. 

 Campus & Community
  



Eight women who changed NAU, Flagstaff and the world
 To celebrate Women’s History Month, we’re sharing a few stories about Lumberjack teachers, leaders and alumnae who made NAU history by breaking glass ceilings, advocating for their communities and accomplishing remarkable things.    



How one NAU occupational therapy student took command of her life, and a unit in the military 
 'Scary and beautiful'—that's how Kiera Butler describes the experience of leading a unit in the U.S. Army Reserve. Last year, after eight years in the reserves, she took on this leadership role and with it the responsibility of more than 40 other soldiers. At the same time, she's working on a doctoral degree in occupational therapy. It's all part of her life's work of caring for people whose lives had been uprooted by the unexpected.    



Celebrating women's stories, contributions and accomplishments
 Learn about women's contributions to global trade, pop culture, economics and more this March for Women's HerStory Month. The Commission on the Status of Women has partnered with other campus organizations to bring a diverse set of speakers to campus.  

 Lumberjack Features
  



Lumberjacks Abroad: Mexico edition!
    



How math habits make you better at life
 With International Mathematics Day coming up on March 14, NAU mathematics and statistics professor Matt Fahy shares what he loves about teaching, why he always wins at cards and how math-style thinking can help us all in a wide variety of situations.   



Humans of NAU: Amy Horn
 Amy Horn loves taking photos, teaching photography at NAU, long-distance running and travel. She talks about applying her early interests in woodworking and accounting to her photography career, her ultramarathon community and the most brutal run she's ever done.  



 FEATURED SPOTLIGHT
Featured Spotlight: Mary Hanabury
 Director of Research Administration Mary Hanabury recently presented at two national research ethics conferences in Washington, D.C. At the Social Behavioral Educational Research Conference, Hanabury addressed the new and complex ethical challenges the research oversight world faces in an era of advancing technology and changing expectations surrounding personal information. At the Research & Medicine Annual Ethical Conference, she shared how human research protection programs can play a role in managing research activities that fall into a gray area between human subjects research and non-human subjects research. 




  



 	 






	 

	 

	 

